


With the Degelman Sidearm an operator can cut where 
it’s never been possible to cut before safely. The operator 
can stay on the highway and position the cutter 50 
degrees on either side of the road.  Cut from the right, the 
left or straight back.

The Sidearm completely eliminates the fear of tractor 
rollovers when encountering steep embankments 
because it allows the tractor to stay on the road level and 
safe while operating.

CUT IN PLACES
YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE

In-line drive train… heavy-duty hitch… wide open 
shielding… all the components we put into the 
Sidearm are unequalled in design and quality.  
The result is a tool that maximizes the control the 
operator has over cutting ditches while minimizing 
the stress and danger associated with challenging 
angles and hard-to-get to places.

Operators access components without tools in 
seconds making routine maintenance easy. Wide 
open shielding has two doors that swing open 
at least 180° and is around all input and output 
shafts.

Quickly connects to any 10’, 15’ or 20’ delta wing 
cutter with a simple adapter plate.

The Sidearm Advantage Wide Open Access

Compatible



YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE

Tight Turning Radius

Drive Straight. Straight Drive.

Backup With Ease
Radical tight turning radius with in-line feature. Cut to the 
right of signs and power poles saving time and money 
from secondary cuts and passes.

A fast-steering mechanism gives the entire unit a secure, 
safe and quick response to turns. 

To increase the life of the Sidearm even more, all 
our drive shafts are in-line to each other.  This design 
feature significantly reduces wear and tear of the 
components and ensures a direct transfer of power 
without wearing drive train components.  As the cutter 
is always directly in-line with the Sidearm’s output 
shaft, the life expectancy of the input drive of the cutter 
is extended exponentially. This increases the versatility 
of the equipment and keeps everything straight no 
matter what direction the unit is going in. The two 
vertical cross-joints also absorb any misalignment or 
deviation from 90 degrees. These extras mean the 
Sidearm goes farther, lasts longer and can take on 
practically anything put in its path.

Signs… fence posts…  culverts… if operators find 
themselves in a tight spot, the Sidearm gives them the 
maneuverability to back up easily and get out quickly.

EXTREME MANEUVERABILITY
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Drive level and smooth.  By being 
straight on the road and out of the 
ditch, the operator also benefits from 
increased visibility and full command 
over the cutter.

Reduced Operator 
Fatigue

It’s made up of quarter-inch steel and 
8”x12” hollow-structural tubing.  It’s 
big.  It’s wide. And it’s strong. 

Over-Sized Frame

The Sidearm is equipped with a 
standard, heavy-duty V-Clamp 
compatible to more than 30 different 
makes and models of tractor 
drawbars.

Heavy-Duty Hitch

Quick disconnect features are 
standard throughout the Sidearm, 
including a quick disconnect coupler 
in between the gearboxes.  We 
include three sets of hoses that 
can be adapted easily to a four-
hose arrangement if needed.  And 
switching from one wing to the other 
can be done at the touch of a switch.

Quick Connections
With the Sidearm there’s no need to 
unhook to move from mowing offset 
to straight.  It can remain hooked up 
as the Sidearm can cut straight behind 
the tractor or from side to side easily.

Stay Hooked Up



Model SA1820

Height 6'

Width 9'-8"

Length 22'-6"

Weight 3,600 lbs

Main Frame 8" x 12" x 1/4"

Hydraulic Cylinder 2-1/2" x 16" x 1-1/2"

Gear Box 1:1 Ratio

Drive Shaft 1-1/2" Hex Bar

Angling Maximum 50° Left or 
Right

Offset 166" Drawbar Center to 
Cutter Center

Pivoting Points Protected by Nylon Bush-
ing/Discs

PTO Requirements 1,000 rpm

Tires 16.5 x 16.1 All Terrain

Hitch Swivel Type

Hitch Weight 1,250 lbs

Hitch Weight (with 
Degelman mower)

450 lbs

Dirvelines Weasler Heavy Duty

Shielding Easy Swing Away

SPECIFICATIONS

All driveline bearings and cross-joints 
are easy to service.  Drivelines are 
in-line and designed for handling 
misalignment and therefore require 
less servicing. Parts are easily 
replaceable such as spindles that can 
be removed with just one bolt.  The 
frame swivel points and wheel axle 
are sandwiched between two layers 
of low wear composite for smooth 
operation and easy maintenance.

Long-term off-level operation is hard 
on a tractor’s transmission and engine 
lubrication. By remaining level and out 
of the ditch, tractors last longer.  Less 
vibration.  Less damaged tires and 
rims.

Easy Maintenance

We use cold-rolled, high carbon 
hex shafting for maximum torque 
transmission.  To increase the ease 
of maintenance, we designed the 
shafting and the bearings as one 
sub-assembly.  That means they’re 
both contained in the same tray. If 
long term servicing is required, the 
entire bearing tray can be pulled out. 

When the tractor’s on the road, it’s 
not pressing down the grass making 
it harder to lift and cut.  Using the 
Sidearm means all the grass is cut 
evenly without patches or strips.

High Carbon 
Shafting Our gearboxes are made right here 

in Canada using a splined shaft 
design versus a keyway.  The splined 
shaft increases the surface area of all 
contact points for increased strength, 
power transfer and life expectancy.  
To go even further, we use gearboxes 
with a 1:1 ratio the maximum strength 
that can be extracted from a gearbox. 

High HP Gearboxes



REV 1500 rotary cutter from Degelman. The deck is 
made from a 3/16 inch impact resistant steel formed to 
create a smooth sloping deck. This curved shape deck is 
manufactured with continuous welds and without pockets 

that collect debris. As the cutter operates, debris sheds 
off. Maintenance is quick, easy and weeds are not 
transferred from one location to another.

THE NEXT
REVOLUTION OF CUTTERS

Designed with exacting standards for maximum 
life expectancy. Convenient sight glass to check  
lubricant level at a glance. Industrial split case 
design for easy and accurate assembly and gear 
mesh setting. Highest torque rating for rotary cutter 
applications worldwide. 

Over-Sized Gearboxes



The tougher the steel 
the tougher the deck. 
Improved impact 
resistant steel  has three 
to four times the lifespan 
of standard grade A36, 
resists rust and shock 
loading better. As a 
result, the cutter lasts 
longer, endures more 
punishment and retains a 
higher resale value.

High Impact 
Resistant Steel

A blade carrier that is tight, tough 
and safe. Plate of 3/4 inch steel that 
is four times thicker than most pans.  
Four-blade mounting locations utilize 
exclusive square and tapered bolt to 
eliminate movement.  

Heavy-Duty 3/4”
Blade Carriers

Our AR400 plated skid shoes boast eight times 
the abrasion resistance of regular steel. They are 
also replaceable.

AR400 Skid Shoes

It’s an engineering fact that two 
perfectly-machined conical 
surfaces will centre to each other 
(a design the automotive industry 
uses for tie-rods). We applied 
this thinking to our nuts and bolts. 
Tapering centers the nut and the 
bolt, thus eliminating play and 
reducing wear.

Tapered Bolts. 
Tight Fit.Why do all impact and socket wrenches use 

square adaptors? Torque. Again, we go a 
step further. For easy blade replacement and 
increased resiliency, we use hardened square 
bolts. Because of the increased surface area, the 
square blade bolts have a tighter tolerance and 
a better contact fit than keyed or hex shaped 
bolts. This prevents the bolts from spinning and 
wearing out sooner. Because of this smart design, 
replacing our bolts is truly a one-person job.

Square Is Better
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Thirteen inches of side depth combined with 
a smooth underside for cutting and clearing 
maximum volume of dense growth.

Heavy-duty 5 inch wide, twist blades 
are longer lasting and more resistant to 
bending and breaking.

Maximum Volume 
Under Deck

Long Lasting 5” 
Twist Blades

The REV1500 has been improved to incorporate an end to end 
Weasler engineered drive train. Weasler’s heritage is all about  
quality, safety and precision manufacturing.  Solid high tensile steel spline 
shafts are unrivaled for torque, shock loads and sliding ability. Rotary cutters 
put tremendous stress on the drive lines. The REV is protected from the wide angle drive 
shafts to the heat dissipating preset friction torque limiters. The multi-patented 80° ball and 
socket constant velocity joint distributes loads evenly, retains lubricant, reduces wear and 
keeps contaminants out. And for safety the patented articulated guard system maintains full 
coverage with the mating guard bell.

North American Made Solid 
Steel Splined Drive Train

Tapered fit for Nut
& Bolt Mounting

3/4” Heavy-Duty 
Blade Carrier

Square fit 
bolt



Our single bolt clamp hitch is machined and 
heat-treated from hardened steel to make our 
hitch superior in quality.  Most grease points are 
designed for easy through-the-head access.  
Added safety comes into play with our lock up 
pin connection so one person can do the hook up 
without worry of hand injury.

We manufacture our own industrial cylinders with 
induction hardened chrome shafting, urethane 
seals and wear bands to eliminate scarring 
and oil contamination.  Shorter strokes translate 
into rapid movements and more wear, so we 
developed our center cylinder with a longer, 
smoother stroke to increase life expectancy and 
reduce wear and tear.

Precision Hitch

Degelman 
Hydraulic Cylinders



Vibration.  The largest single contributor to metal 
fatigue, stress-cracking and structural failures. In 
the design of our rotary cutter we’ve integrated 
a series of vibration dampening systems that 
collectively absorb the vibrations.

Vibration Control

Our walking axle wheels are the other 
half of the equation.  They add to the 
reduction of vibrations by dampening 
fifty per cent of movement and terrain 
shock.  They stabilize the movement to 
ensure smooth and even cutting.

Walking Axle Wheels

To reduce wear and tear we’ve implemented 
low maintenance tapered bearings in both our 
walking axles and our optional wing guide 
wheel assemblies.

Low Maintenance Tapered 
Bearing

For absorbing and reducing impact the rubber 
we use is top of the line, self-dampening and 
UV-protected to ensure the longevity and 
performance of the entire machine. Plus, our active 
suspension is held in place by a one and-a-
quarter-inch Grade 8 grease-accessible 
hex bolt.

Rugged Knee Action 
Suspension

Internal 
Rubber Spring 

Suspension 
System



Model REV1000 REV1500

Cutting Height (field position) 1” to 16” 1” to 16”

Cutting Width (field position) 10'-4" 15’

Overall Width (field position) 11’-8” 16’

Overall Length (field position) 16’-6” 16’-6”

Side Depth (field position) 1’-1” 1’-1”

Overall Height (transport position) 7’ 7’

Overall Width (transport/no wheels) 7’-8” 8’

Overall Width (transport/with wheels) 8’-9” 10’-2”

Overall Length (transport position) 16’-6” 16’-6”

Ground Clearance 1’-3” 1’-3”

Standard Weight 5,780 lbs 5,830 lbs

Hitch Weight (field position) 1,970 lbs 1,975 lbs

Hitch Weight (transport position) 2,760 lbs 2,400 lbs

All Models

Wing Flex 22° down, 88° up

Top Deck (double frame) 3/16” IPSCO 80

Bottom Deck (double frame) 3/16” IPSCO 80

Deck Rings Standard

Side Skirt Thickness Up to 7/16” Thick Laminated

Wing (skid shoes) 3/8” x 3” AR400

Weight Stack (skid shoe-REV1000) 3/4” x 4” Fixed

Center Section (skid shoes) 3/8” x 5-1/2” AR400

Chain Shield (standard) Double Row 5/16” GR 30

Chain Shield Cable (option) 1/4” Cable

Recommended/Minimum Tractor PTO 100/80 HP

Tractor to Transfer Gearcase (drivelines 1000 PTO) CAT 6 with 80° CV

Transfer to Center/Wing Gearcase (drivelines 1000 PTO) CAT 5

Driveline Protection Preset Friction Torque Limiters

Transfer Gearcase (power rating continous/peak) 200/250 hp

Center and Wing Gearcase (power rating continous/peak) 175/200 hp

Wing Lift Hydraulics (standard) Single-acting Individual Circuits (w/ Routing for Combined)

Brush Cutting Capacity 4”

Blade Overlap 7-1/2”

Center (blade tip speed 1000 PTO) 17,500 ft/min

Wing (blade tip speed 1000 PTO) 15,950 ft/min

Blade Holder (standard) 3/4” Blade Carrier

Standard Milled Edge (blade) 1/2” x 5”

Self Leveling Hitch (standard) 1-1/4” Precision Clamping System

Self Leveling Hitch (option) 1-1/8” Clevis Hitch

Center Suspension Walking Axle and Rubber Spring

Wing Suspension (standard) Single Wheel and Rubber Spring

Wing Suspension (option) Walking Axle and Rubber Spring

Laminated Wheel/Tires (standard) 5-Bolt 21 x 5.5

Foam Filled Wheel Tires (optional) 5-Bolt 22 x 6.6 Aircraft

Air Filled Wheel/Tires (optional) 5-Bolt 22 x 6.6 Aircraft

Brush Blade (optional) 1/2” x 4”

Shredder Blade Kit (optional) 1/2” x 4”

SPECIFICATIONS



The patented Degelman OnePass system 
reduces operating costs by mowing and 
applying herbicide simultaneously. A 
unique delivery system allows you to apply 
herbicide in sensitive areas without running 
the risk of airborne drift or contamination.

SPRAY WEEDS
WITHOUT THE SPRAY

Herbicide is brushed on the stem of the plant with a wiping motion. 
Wiping the chemical on the stem after cutting is the most effective way 
to achieve a high kill rate.

Application

Unlike competitors, OnePass’s patented 
technology can be used on standard 
Degelman REV cutter gearboxes without 
compromising drive shaft strength or risk 
gearbox contamination and failure.  OnePass 
is the only cost effective and practical solution 
for roadside vegetation management.  Period.

Practical Solution

Herbicide runs through the bolt
and along the underside of the blade.

Input Hose
for herbicide.

Fluid flows into 
reservoir.



The treatment is applied without drift or 
ground soak. Instead, herbicide is delivered 
from a hermetically sealed fluid reservoir, via 
centrifugal force, through the blade bolt to the 
underside of the blade. Less water is used. Less 
chemical is used. Less risk of drift.  More efficient 
use of time and resources.  Independent studies 
conclude OnePass treatments are effective 
control of Canada Thistle, for example and this 
method of application is dramatically more 
effective than mowing only or traditional foliar 
applied applications. Grass is cut and weeds 
are killed at the source.

• 2 Chemical tanks, white poly
• 1 Chemical injection pump with integrated motor speed controller 

and calibration tube
• 3 Polypropylene ball valves
• 3 In-line 80 mesh strainers
• Aluminium distribution manifold
• Manual storage box
• Spill kit and emergency shovel
• Chemwash, freshwater tank, yellow poly with check valve 

protection to chemical tanks & front spigot valve for quick access
• 3 Blade mounts with built in reservoir & distribution channels
• 6 Fluid transfer blade bolts.  (Purchaser may choose to purchase 

more, as these are wear items)
• 6 Cutting blades, 5” wide x 25-1/2” long x 1/2 in thick
• 3 Dust seal mounts, required for reservoir blade mount.
• 3 Teflon, double lip dust seals. (Purchaser may choose to order an 

extra set as these are wear items)
• 3 Distribution hoses, with stainless steel gearbox transfer bolts and 

check valves
• 1 Raven SCS4070 control console
• 1 Console wiring
• 1 Tractor power wiring harness
• 1 Mower wiring harness

Included Components
• Sidearm wiring harness, 27 ft long.
• Radar stand-alone kit with cables.
• Radar cable to connect to existing tractor radar if equipped.
• GPS speed sensing unit.  For ground speed only, no mapping or 

memory.

Optional Components

• Uses standard Degelman mower blades with specifically 
designed blade bolts.

• Stainless steel fittings, check valves and fluid transfer bolts.
• High pressure, urethane coated delivery hoses for chemical 

resistance and durability.
• Heavy duty blade mount reservoir with internal channels for 

chemical delivery.
• Replaceable Teflon dust seal around blade reservoir to eliminate 

contamination.

Configuration

Product Tank Capacity Two tanks, 24 US gal. each with 
deep sump for 100% cleanout

Rinse Tank Capacity Single 5.25 US gal. Tank with in-
tegrated storage container

Delivery System Raven direct injection, positive displacement 
piston pumps

Control System Raven SCS 4070 console

Direct Injection Pumps Controlled output volume from 5 to 200 oz/min.

Maximum Operating Pressure 150 psi. (Typically operates under 20 psi.)

Typical Application Rates 1 gal/acre to 3 gal/acre, as desired by operator

Dimensions 32” x 32”x 44”  (w x l x h)

Dry Weight 325lbs

SPECIFICATIONS
• Efficient - Perform two operations simultaneously to save time and 

cut costs by mowing vegetation and applying herbicide at the 
same time.

• Versatile - Dual product tanks allow the user to carry and apply 
two different products for targeting, and controlling a broader 
range of vegetation.

• Low profile - Applying herbicide by means of a rotary cutter 
may go nearly undetected, as big spray tanks, spray booms and 
clouds of spray are neither visible or present.

• Safe - Herbicide can be applied to sensitive areas with very low 
risk of drift or contamination compared to a sprayer or spray 
truck.

• Effective - Independent test results show on average that using 
OnePass is 240% more effective than mowing only and 20% 
more effective than spraying only.

• Data collection - Available connections supplied for add-on GPS 
data logging.

Highlights

Herbicide is brushed 
on and absorbed.

OnePass 
transfers 
herbicide to plant 
while cutting.

EFFECTIVE TREATMENT



Built in the Degelman tradition of quality rock removal 
equipment, the RR1500 Rock Rake tackles a variety of 
jobs, including windrowing rocks for subsequent picking, 
reclaiming gravel on secondary roads, conditioning soil 
for the construction of golf courses, and leaving a well-
groomed final finish for optimum seeding.

RECLAIM
YOUR ROAD

For years rural municipalities have saved 
thousands of dollars, reclaiming up to 75% of their 
lost gravel with a Degelman Rock Rake. A simple 
sprocket change in the transfer case will speed the 
output drum to the optimum speed for breaking 
lumps, pulling up and sifting shoulder side gravel 
off of rural roads.

The rock rake drive train is a whole-drive system 
consisting of heavy duty drivelines, gear box, 
#100 roller chain, and slip clutch. The entire rock 
rake is driven either hydraulically or by 540/1000 
PTO.

These hard surfaced teeth are manufactured using 
a special grade of steel to avoid breaking and 
bending. These teeth also provide maximum wear 
as they can be rotated to use both sides. When 
teeth do have to be replaced, this can be done 
without changing the entire drum.

Reclaim Gravel

Drive Train

Hard Surfaced Reversible/
Replaceable Teeth



The hydraulic angle adjustment allows the operator to hydraulically angle the entire machine on the go. Drum Angle can 
be adjusted from 10° to 30° to achieve the optimum working angle to suit various windrowing conditions.

Hydraulic Drum Angle

Model RR1500

Width 14'

Length 17'-10"

Transport Width 7'-4"

Transport Length 18'-10"

Weight 3,640 lbs

Hitch Weight 475 lbs

Horsepower (min) 75 hp

Drum Angle 10° - 30°

Frame 6” x 6” x 1/4"

Drive - PTO 1000/540/540 Municipal

Drive - Hydraulic (min) 17 gpm @ 2700 psi

Drive - Hydraulic (ideal) 20-30 gpm @ 3000 psi

Chain #100

Rock Flap Standard

Teeth Hard Surfaced (Reversible/Replaceable)

Hydraulics - Angling 3” x 8” x 1-1/4" Rod

Hydraulics - Lifting 3” x 8” x 1-1/4" Rod

Tires 9.5L x 15 Highway

SPECIFICATIONS

The Degelman Strongbox is a simple, strong and effective 
tool for high volume snow removal. The unique design 
of the cone gusset provides a self-cleaning surface to 
prevent snow and ice from accumulating while increasing 
structural support to the side plates.

Strongbox
Degelman’s Speedblade is designed so you can 
hydraulically open the blade to its maximum width of 
15’ for small and large snow drifts or fold the wings in 
to move and contain high volumes of snow. And with 
the option to hydraulically put the wings at whatever 
angle you want, you can change the width as you go 
depending on snow fall and how much room you have 
to maneuver.

Speedblade

In addition to our Degelman dozer blades, Degelman 
offers two more options designed to be easily adapted 
to a variety of payloaders, wheel loaders, skid steers and 
most ag tractors. No matter what you use to push snow, we 
guarantee a quality, secure fit-up. Specifically designed to 
move large amounts of snow quickly, easily and efficiently. 

SNOW REMOVAL



www.degelman.com
ENGINEERED TOUGH


